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Abstract: The aim of this study is to gain a comprehensive understanding of how risk and value
factors affect the intention to use South Korean exploitable cyber-security communities based on
the value-maximisation perspective of economics. According to the research model—applying the
theory of planned behaviour, prospect theory and perceived risk theory—the test results revealed
that intention is negatively affected by security threats, privacy concerns, performance risk and social
risk of malicious use. Security threats had a positive impact on privacy concerns. The test results
also indicated that perceived value affects both attitude and intention significantly and positively.
The findings demonstrate that online-community users, such as computer experts and hackers,
are influenced by various sources of perceived risks and perceived value when using exploitable
cyber-security communities.

Keywords: cyber-security communities; cyber-security community; online hacker community;
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1. Introduction

South Korea is at the forefront of information and communications technology (ICT)
development in the world and, simultaneously, remains confused about finding the ap-
propriate way to mitigate cyber threats [1]. According to the white paper of the South
Korean government on cyber security, the size of the information-security industry has
increased by 10.5 percent annually, from KRW 1631 billion (South Korean currency) in 2013
to KRW 3277 in 2019 [2]. The technically developed country has also received an average of
940 thousand complaints of hacking and malware a year and suffers from one distributed
denial-of-service attack every day, statistically [2]. Therefore, many computer-security
experts have, consequently, recognised the need for new internet security measures to
secure their markets and societies, which rely heavily on digital technology and services.

To this end, cyber-security professionals have created virtual communities, known as
cyber-security communities, to share the latest information and software related to security
and hacking, for the better protection of their systems and networks [3]. Several studies [4,5]
have indicated that these groups contribute to enhancing cyber-security and reducing the
related investment expenditure of institutions. However, owing to the ambiguity between
security and hacking, the use of these communities has generated numerous uncertainties
and risks [6]. The characteristics of these exploitable communities, which are highly
valuable but also highly risky, are distinct from other online societies with the growing
importance of information systems from an economic perspective. Therefore, it would be
valuable to understand these communities academically and practically.

To date, many studies [4,7–9] have attempted to understand the factors that affect
the effective sharing of cyber-security knowledge on online communities. However, as
previous studies have mostly focused on the information and technologies shared on the
websites, the importance of the perceived risks and values during community use from
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the user’s decision-making point of view has been overlooked. Moreover, as security and
privacy risks or uncertainties have been regarded as a single concept, this view has limited
the accurate understanding of the relationship between the two independent concepts.
Therefore, this study seeks to address these limitations. First, it examines the value and
risk factors that directly and indirectly affect behavioural intention, to comprehensively
understand why users visit cyber-security communities despite various risks, based on
a value-maximisation perspective. Second, this study clarifies which risk factors are
influential on the behavioural intention to participate in the communities. It also examines
the relationship between security- and privacy-related risks and how these factors affect
users’ behavioural intention to participate in communities comprising computer experts.
Our study, therefore, fills the above research gaps by comprehensively examining the risk
factors that affect the use of cyber-security communities.

To achieve the research objectives, this study proposes a conceptual model to provide
a comprehensive overview of cyber-security community use behaviour by integrating
three theoretical models: the theory of planned behaviour (TPB), perceived risk theory and
prospect theory. In this study, the TPB is utilised as a theoretical basis for the development
of a comprehensive framework. This theory is a model that is frequently used to understand
not only ethical behaviours [10], but unethical behaviours as well [7,11]. Prospect theory
has been applied to the adoption of various innovations and is appropriate in contexts
where potential gains and losses are problematic. Moreover, perceived risk theory is utilised
as a loss construct of prospect theory. This theory has been actively applied in the field
of online services for several decades, to explain the failure or discourage the use of the
information domain [12,13].

This study makes theoretical contributions in terms of addressing the existing gaps in
cyber-security research by identifying the risk and value factors that influence the use of cyber-
security communities. In particular, this study helps to identify the nature of the various
risk factors and the relationships between security and privacy risks, which have rarely been
examined separately in the cyber-security realm. This research also contributes to practice
by suggesting ideas that provide an accurate picture of exploitable online-community-use
behaviours. This would help to increase the use of cyber-security communities.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a theoretical
background related to this study and outlines the research model and hypotheses, followed
by the research model and methodology in Sections 3 and 4. Section 5 presents the data
analysis and results, while Section 6 deals with the findings, contributions, implications
and limitations of this study. Finally, Section 7 presents the limitations and the conclusions.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Online Community and Cyber-Security Community

Online communities, also known as internet communities, are virtual forums whose
members interact with each other based on shared interests, and play an important role in
the development of modern societies through the spread of a variety of information [14].
Generally, community users join a particular site and share content related to topics such
as health, hobbies, learning, professions, transactions or shopping, social networks or
wikis, and creative or collaborative works such as open-source software development [15].
Similarly, security experts have created their own unique virtual societies, i.e., cyber-
security communities. These communities cover issues related to the identification of the
potential threats to and vulnerabilities of systems, and making adjustments as necessary to
address these issues to achieve better information protection [5].

Traditional website users often share similar goals; however, virtual cyber-security
community participants tend to have diverse or distinct objectives, including attacks (mali-
cious hacking) and defence (cyber security). This phenomenon is believed to be because
cyber-security knowledge and technologies can be utilised for both purposes. As attackers,
users visit security-community websites to share security/hacking knowledge and even
sell stolen data after unauthorised intrusions into other systems [16,17]. As defenders,
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users participate in security web channels to identify hacking information or improve
the security of computer systems [18,19]. In reality, [20] found that, on average, 53% of
security-community users use and sell malicious services. This makes it difficult to distin-
guish hackers from cyber-security experts in exploitable cyber-security communities, since
both deal with the same issues but under different goals. The variety of user types and
the potential risks arising during use may be one of the major differences between online
security communities and other online communities.

Like other online communities, cyber-security communities are open to the general
public and often combine online and offline activities, which is beneficial for knowledge
exchange and learning purposes [21]. Community managers operate these forums on
the premise that both hackers and cyber-security experts will participate as community
members. However, many online hacker communities have limited access, to protect the
anonymity of participants [22,23]. Moreover, some hacker communities prefer to operate
sub- or hidden communities that can be accessed by invited members only [18,24]. Despite
this fact, it is very difficult to distinguish between the users and characteristics of online
hacker communities and cyber-security communities.

2.2. The Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB)

The theory of planned behaviour (TPB) is one of the most heavily tested and verified
theories to understand and predict human behaviours in the field of social science [25,26].
The TPB explains behavioural intention with attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived
behavioural-control beliefs [27]. According to [25], an actual behaviour of individual is
directly influenced by the behavioural intention of the human and affected by the in-
dependent determinants of attitude, subjective norm (SN), and perceived behavioural
control (PBC). Behavioural intention, a central factor in the TPB, is assumed to be de-
termined by the motivational factors that affect an action and is accounted for by the
three conceptually independent determinants. It is also postulated that the stronger the
behavioural intention, the more likely a person is to engage in a behaviour. Moreover, the
TPB includes an additional link from perceived behavioural control to actual behaviour
under the concept that intention and actual behaviour may be different due to external
stimulation or pressure. The emergence of PBC made it possible to explain the relationship
between behavioural intention and actual behaviour, as it covers nonvolitional human
behaviour [28].

The TPB has been a very useful model in understanding online communities [29,30].
The theory has also been used in conjunction with not only ethical behaviours [10,31],
but also unethical human behaviours [11,32–34]. Moreover, TPB has examined various
studies with prospect theory [28,35] and perceived risk theory [28,34,36,37] and proven its
usefulness in many ways.

2.3. Prospect Theory

Prospect theory explains how individuals make decisions under risky or uncertain
conditions from a value maximisation perspective. According to [38], individuals evaluate
the utility of a decision based on a calculation of potential ‘gains’ and ‘losses’, measured rel-
ative to a reference point. This theory divides the decision-making process into two stages.
First, an individual sets a reference point based on potential losses and gains. This reference
point is relative, rather than a fixed level of utility (or value). Subsequently, individuals
consider greater points as gains and lesser outcomes as losses. Second, individuals eval-
uate the value (or utility) of a decision based on potential outcomes and their respective
probabilities, and then choose alternatives, expecting higher gains. This theory proclaims
that individuals tend to be risk averse when expecting gains, and, conversely, risk taking
when expecting losses [39]. The work in [40] asserted that an individual’s perception of
potential losses was twice as strong as their perceptions of gains. This implies that users
are more sensitive to losses than gains when making beneficial judgements and decisions.
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The risk-averse tendencies of individuals can have great implications in the ICT field,
wherein the adoption of ICT delivers positive changes to online stakeholders, resulting in
improved business opportunities and customer satisfaction [41]. Although prospect theory
has rarely been applied to the cyber-security community domain, this theory can be utilised
to understand the adoption of cyber-security communities wherein users expect very high
gains but are simultaneously concerned about various risks or uncertain factors [42–44].
According to prospect theory, users that are highly dependent on virtual cyber-security
communities, despite its various potential risks, implies their users’ positive evaluation
that the utility obtained from using these communities is higher than the reference point of
using online communities. Under these circumstances, cyber-security-community users
must maximise the purpose of their decision making by identifying the various risk factors
associated with the adoption of cyber-security communities and reducing related losses [45].
According to prospect theory, ‘gains’ are often expressed in terms of perceived value or
benefits. Thus, this study utilises perceived value as a ‘gain’. Using the same logic, ‘losses’
are often expressed in terms of risks or uncertainties. Therefore, this study also views
perceived risks as losses.

2.4. Perceived Risk Theory

Perceived risk theory was introduced to explain the impact of risks on individuals’
decision making under risky or uncertain situations. Many scholars [37,46,47] have de-
fined the concept as a multidimensional construct. The work in [37] emphasized that
the constructs of perceived risk may vary due to the inherent differences and uncertainty
associated with specific research contexts.

Many studies [25,48] have explored how risk perceptions can affect online commu-
nities and found that perceived risk is a prominent barrier to user acceptance of online
communities. According to [49], community members’ perceived risk prevents them from
engaging in social loafing on online platforms. Some researchers have also argued that
privacy and security risks form a prominent barrier to users joining online communi-
ties [50,51]; however, others posit that performance risk or product risk are more salient
in virtual platforms [52,53]. These mixed findings can be attributed to the differences in
research contexts.

Moreover, previous studies related to security-related risks have only applied security
threats or privacy concerns independently. For example, some studies [54–56] have ex-
plored privacy risk or concerns, while others [57–59] have examined only security risk and
threats. This lack of adequate research has failed to establish the relationship between secu-
rity threats and privacy concerns, and the effects of this relationship. Thus, it is necessary
to examine how the two constructs affect user behaviour in online security communities,
where security threats and privacy concerns are viewed as distinct.

This study views the perceived risks associated with the use of cyber-security com-
munities as the users’ perception of potential losses that may be incurred when browsing
virtual cyber-security sites to achieve a desired outcome. Moreover, this study adopts [45]’s
perceived-risk classification, which has been widely tested and verified in several IS studies.
Perceived risk can be categorised into the following components: (1) performance risk,
(2) security risk, (3) privacy risk, (4) psychological risk, (5) social risk and (6) time risk.
However, the current research does not include overall risk and financial risk since they are
not related to the research context.

3. Research Model and Hypotheses Development

This study developed a research model based on the TPB, prospect theory and per-
ceived risk theory, as shown in Figure 1. The proposed model attempts to achieve a better
understanding of use behaviours regarding cyber-security communities by exploring two
concepts that comprise several factors that act as inhibitors and motivators of the intention
to use cyber-security communities.
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Performance risk can be defined as the possibility of malfunction, ‘out of action’, or
an unexpected service-quality level, when using cyber-security communities [45]. Several
studies have tested the influence of the performance risk construct and have shown strong
empirical support of performance risk being one of the most significant predictors of inno-
vation adoption, including in the virtual world of cyber-security experts and hackers [5,13].
Therefore, the following hypothesis was proposed:

Hypothesis 1. Performance risk negatively influences attitudes towards the use of cyber-
security communities.

The work in [45] posited that information system users experience uncertainties and
potential dangers due to the perceived insecure and vulnerable nature of these platforms.
Information service users are thus concerned about cyber attacks and data breaches [60].
Therefore, security risk can be defined as threats that result in negative visible or invisible
consequences, with the potential to cause damage in the form of unauthorised access,
disclosure, modification, destruction, denial of service, waste, and abuse of information [61].
Privacy risks can be defined as concerns that can cause loss of personal data, and fears
about these data becoming available to unauthorised third parties [62]. Thus, security
risk could be used as security threats and privacy risk as privacy concerns. Previous
researchers [55,59,63] have identified that security threats and privacy concerns have
acted as a barrier to the adoption of online communities and hacker platforms. Moreover,
personal data can be stolen when security is compromised. Therefore, the following
hypotheses were proposed:

Hypothesis 2. Security threats negatively influence attitudes towards the use of cyber-
security communities.

Hypothesis 3. Privacy concerns negatively influence attitudes towards the use of cyber-
security communities.

Hypothesis 4. Security threats positively influence privacy concerns.

Psychological risk is defined as a user’s perception of the possible negative impact
an action/decision may have on his/her peace of mind or self esteem [45]. Previous
literature [54,63] showed that psychological risk is one of main negative factors affecting
online community adoption. Therefore, the following hypothesis was developed:
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Hypothesis 5. Psychological risk negatively influences attitudes towards the use of cyber-
security communities.

The social risk of malicious use is defined as the potential loss of self image or prestige
in one’s social groups resulting from the use of a cyber-security service. Previous stud-
ies [48,54] found that the social risk of malicious use is one of the most significant deterrents
to the use of online-community services or cyber-security expert behaviour. Therefore, the
following hypothesis was proposed:

Hypothesis 6. The social risk of malicious use negatively influences subjective norms regarding
the use of cyber-security communities.

Time risk is regarded as any time lost during the use of virtual cyber-security websites,
thereby causing problems in behavioural control. The work in [64] indicated that time risks,
such as latency, have a significant negative impact on intention to adopt online-purchase
communities. The work in [57] also revealed that online service users worry about time
delays in receiving service and are concerned about wait times involved in using websites
or learning how to use them. Therefore, the following hypothesis was proposed:

Hypothesis 7. Perceived time risk negatively influences perceived behavioural control regarding
the use of cyber-security communities.

Perceived value is the main determinant of the assessment of the utility and affects
users’ awareness, evaluations, and adoption decisions [65]. This perceived potential value
is the fundamental basis for all activities in product and service consumption [66]. In this
study, perceived value, based on prospect theory, is defined as a user’s overall evaluation of
the gains obtained from using virtual cyber-security communities. Previous studies [15,67]
have reported that perceived value has a positive effect on attitudes towards online com-
munities. Moreover, many researchers [18,42,68] have found that cyber-security-site users
derive various types of value from participating in online-security platforms, such as the
procurement of not only antivirus software, firewalls and encryption software, but also
hacking tools and codes. Therefore, the following hypotheses were developed

Hypothesis 8. The perceived value of cyber-security communities positively influences attitudes
towards using such communities.

Hypothesis 9. The perceived value of cyber-security communities positively influences the inten-
tion to use such communities.

The original TPB model has been supported by previous studies [69,70]. Therefore,
this study utilised the basic TPB model to verify the relationship between influencing
factors and behavioural intention in cyber-security platforms. In this research, attitude
refers to a user’s feelings about visiting a virtual cyber-security community. Subjective
norms refer to the user’s perceptions of what others think about him/her participating
in cyber-security communities. Perceived behavioural control is defined as a visitor’s
perception of the ease or difficulty of using a cyber-security community. Therefore, the
following hypotheses were proposed:

Hypothesis 10. Attitudes towards using cyber-security communities positively influence the
intention to use such communities.

Hypothesis 11. Subjective norms positively influence the intention to use cyber-security communities.

Hypothesis 12. Perceived behavioural control positively influences the intention to use cyber-
security communities.
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4. Research Methodology
4.1. Measurement Development

To develop the measurement instrument, existing scales were adapted to the context
of this study as presented in Appendix A Table A1. Most items were measured using a
seven-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). Intention
was measured by asking the respondents about their perceived intentions. The use of
cyber-security communities, including hacker communities (period of visit, and their cyber-
security or hacking levels (penetration tests or hacking attempts)) were also investigated.
The study included two demographic measures, gender and age, as control variables.

4.2. Data Collection

Considering the research objective, conducting a survey was deemed an appropriate
method to collect data from the target population. Before the main survey, the measurement
items were refined as shown above. After conducting a pilot test, the final questionnaires
were refined. This self-reporting survey was administered over a period of approximately
four weeks during the summer of 2020, on a strictly voluntary basis, to respondents who
had previously participated in exploitable cyber-security communities or had adequate
technical skills, such as majoring or engaging in related fields, in South Korea. South Korea
provided a good context for related studies from a technical perspective, since many Korean
people have studied hacking and cyber-security.

4.3. Sample /Selection

The questionnaires, created using Google Docs, were distributed via e-mail and social
network services. As an incentive, a mobile voucher worth $5.00 was paid to each respondent.
After eliminating the unqualified responses, among the 261 responses received, 241 were
used for this analysis. Most of the respondents in this study were male (75.1%) and aged
between 20 (61.0%) and 30 (24.5%) years of age. According to several previous studies [7,17],
security and hacking communities are typically a young-male-dominated field. Thus, the
genders and ages of the respondents are considerably unbalanced. More than half (68%) of
the respondents had previous experience in using not only cyber-security communities but
online hacker communities as well. Nearly three-quarters (73%) of the respondents had prior
experience in penetration tests/hacking attempts. Thus, the research sample was deemed
appropriate for this study. Table 1 provides a profile of the final sample.

Table 1. Sample characteristics.

Category Frequency Percent

Gender
Male 181 75.1

Female 60 24.9

Age

15−19 17 7.1
20−29 147 61.0
30−39 59 24.5

Over 40 18 7.4

Experience of using online hacker
communities

Never 77 32.0
More than once ever 27 11.2

More than once a year 56 23.2
More than once a month 60 24.9
More than once a week 21 8.7

Penetration tests or hacking
attempts

Never 65 27.0
1−10 times 130 54.0
11−20 times 15 6.2
21−50 times 22 9.1
≥51 times 9 3.7
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5. Data Analysis and Results
5.1. Measurement Model Validation

To validate the research instrument, an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was first
conducted using a principal component analysis with Varimax rotation in SPSS 20. The
EFA helped to identify 10 stable factors (with an eigenvalue greater than 1) without any
missing values. These factors explained 85.425% of the variances in the data. The loadings
of all scale items for the intended factors exceeded 0.715.

Next, the constructs were assessed for convergent and discriminant validity using
confirmatory-factory analysis (CFA) [71]. Convergent validity was assessed based on the
Cronbach’s alpha, composite reliability (CR), and the average variance extracted (AVE). As
shown in Table 2, all the Cronbach’s alpha values were above 0.7 (ranging from 0.850 to
0.975), the AVE values were all above 0.5 (ranging from 0.528 to 0.734), and all CR scores were
above 0.6 (ranging from 0.786 to 0.916). These results show that the scales had high internal
consistency and good reliability because all necessary conditions were met [72,73]. Hence,
the convergent validity of the constructs was established. Furthermore, the discriminant
validity of the constructs was assessed. The square root of the AVE of each construct was
greater than the correlation between the construct and other constructs [74]. Thus, as shown
in Table 2, the square root of AVE for any given construct exceeded all related interconstruct
correlations, thereby establishing the discriminant validity of all scales.

Table 2. Correlations Between Latent Variables, Cronbach’s Alpha, AVE and CR.

Construct Alpha AVE CR INT ATT SN PBC PVL PPR SCT PVC PLR SOR PR

INT 0.943 0.719 0.884 0.847
ATT 0.937 0.684 0.896 0.572 0.827
SN 0.886 0.528 0.769 0.227 0.050 0.726

PBC 0.874 0.577 0.800 0.314 0.073 0.066 0.759
PVL 0.948 0.732 0.916 0.486 0.664 0.020 0.058 0.855
PPR 0.887 0.550 0.784 −0.211 −0.482 0.078 0.108 −0.319 0.741
SCT 0.911 0.607 0.821 −0.332 −0.589 0.077 −0.018 −0.371 0.536 0.770
PVC 0.975 0.734 0.943 −0.266 −0.467 0.027 0.005 −0.311 0.414 0.557 0.856
PLR 0.894 0.553 0.786 −0.119 −0.256 −0.139 0.072 −0.163 0.343 0.325 0.187 0.743
SOR 0.900 0.574 0.801 −0.138 −0.082 −0.222 −0.043 −0.110 0.177 0.106 0.078 0.251 0.757
PR 0.885 0.584 0.807 −0.50 −0.074 −0.056 0.017 0.020 0.314 0.190 0.108 0.260 0.107 0.764

Note: The leading diagonal shows the squared root of the AVE of each construct. All correlations were sig-
nificant at p < 0.01. INT = Intention, ATT = Attitude, SN = Subjective Norm, PBC = Perceived Behavioural
Control, PVL = Perceived Value, PPR = Performance Risk, SCT = Security Threats, PVC = Privacy Concerns,
PLR = Psychological Risk, SOR = Social Risk, PR = Time Risk.

Next, the overall fit of the measurement model was tested using AMOS 18.0. The χ2

and the normed χ2 of the measurement model were 926.115 (d.f. = 610, p < 0.001) and 1.518,
respectively. The comparative-fit index (CFI) (0.963), goodness-of-fit index (GFI) (0.835),
adjusted goodness-of-fit index (AGFI) (0.800), Tucker–Lewis index (TLI) (0.957), normed
fit index (NFI) (0.900), root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) (0.046), and the
standardised root mean square residual (SRMR) (0.0362) all indicate a reasonable model fit.
Thus, all the model-fit indices showed that the measurement model used in this study was
a good fit for the data.

5.2. Structural Model Validation

The causal hypotheses regarding the research model were tested using structural equa-
tion modelling via AMOS 18.0. The overall explanatory power of the model was estimated
by determining the R2 values for four endogenous variables. Perceived value, attitude
towards using cyber-security communities, subjective norms and perceived behavioural
control explained 39.7% of the variance in intention to use of cyber-security communities.
Perceived value, performance risk, security threats, privacy concerns and psychological
risk explained 52.4% of the variance in attitude perception. Security threats explains 25%
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of the variance in privacy concerns. These explanation rates demonstrated moderately
satisfactory values.

The results of the hypotheses testing are shown in Figure 2. The results show that
performance risk, perceived security threats, perceived privacy concerns and perceived
value significantly affect attitudes towards the use of cyber-security communities. Thus,
Hypothesis 1, Hypothesis 2, Hypothesis 3 and Hypothesis 8 are supported. Perceived
security threats have a significant effect on perceived privacy concerns; thus, Hypothesis 4
is supported. The social risk of malicious use also affects subjective norms, thereby sup-
porting Hypothesis 6. In terms of use intention, perceived value, attitude, subjective norms
and perceived behavioural control significantly affect the intention to use cyber-security
communities. Thus, Hypothesis 9, Hypothesis 10, Hypothesis 11 and Hypothesis 12 are
supported. However, psychological risk does not have a significant effect on attitude per-
ception. Moreover, time risk does not have any significant effect on perceived behavioural
control. Thus, Hypothesis 5 and Hypothesis 7 are not supported.
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Figure 2. Results of hypothesis testing. (Here, *, ** and *** indicate significance at p < 0.05, p < 0.01,
and p < 0.001, respectively. Note: The dotted line represents no significance (ns)).

Additionally, Table 3 shows the direct, indirect, and total effects among the latent
variables. Six out of the eight indirect effects are found to be statistically significant,
indicating that the indirect effects enhance the direct effects, resulting in more robust total
effects on the acceptance of the research hypotheses.

Table 3. Direct, indirect, and total effects.

Attitude Intention to Use

Criterion Variable
Predictors Direct Effects Indirect Effects Total Effects Direct Effects Indirect Effects Total Effects

Performance risk −0.138 * −0.138 * −0.058 * −0.058 *
Security threats −0.236 ** −0.074 * −0.311 ** −0.131 ** −0.131 **

Privacy concerns −0.138 * −0.138 * −0.058 * −0.585 *
Psychological risk −0.031 −0.031 −0.132 −0.013
Perceived value 0.489 ** 0.489 ** 0.192 * 0.206 ** 0.399 **

Attitudes 0.422 ** 0.422 **
Subjective norms 0.191 ** 0.191 **

Perceived behavioural
control 0.268 ** 0.268 **
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Table 3. Cont.

Attitude Intention to Use

Criterion Variable
Predictors Direct Effects Indirect Effects Total Effects Direct Effects Indirect Effects Total Effects

Privacy
concerns

Direct effects Indirect effects Total effects
Security threats 0.535 ** 0.535 **

Subjective
norms

Direct effects Indirect effects Total effects
Social risk −0.224 ** −0.224 ** −0.043 ** −0.043 *

Perceived
behavioural

control
Direct effects Indirect effects Total effects

Time risk −0.747 −0.747 −0.02 −0.02

* and ** indicate significance at p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, respectively.

6. Discussions
6.1. Empirical Findings and Contributions

Overall, the research model is successful in explaining and predicting the use be-
haviour towards exploitable cyber-security communities, since nine of the eleven research
hypotheses are supported. Based on this study’s findings, researchers can gain the follow-
ing meaningful insights.

The analysis results indicated that intention to use is negatively affected by per-
ceived security threats (β = −0.276), social risk associated with malicious use (β = −0.224),
perceived performance risk (β = −0.125) and perceived privacy concerns (β = −0.110),
respectively. These results indicate that security threats are the most important factors
among the variables that negatively influence attitude; this is consistent with [35]’s results.
This finding implies that even online-security-community users, who may be highly spe-
cialised in computer security, have a great deal of concerns about security threats such as
the illegal monitoring of computer activities, loss of sensitive information and corruption
of system data. It is because a malware infection is not easily identified unless antimalware
software successfully detects it. Moreover, the respondents also had privacy concerns.
However, the effect of privacy concerns is modest, as these communities do not require
much personal information due to the security threats. Additionally, security threats are
found to positively influence privacy concerns (β = 0.565), which is the strongest factor
among all predictors in the proposed model. Moreover, among the six types of perceived
risk, security threats show the strongest negative indirect influence on attitudes, suggesting
that privacy concerns and attitudes mediate the relationship between security threats and
intention to use significantly.

The social risk associated with malicious use negatively affects the perception of
subjective norms. This result is consistent with [58]’s findings. This indicates that cyber-
security technologies can be used maliciously, and users are significantly concerned about
social blame from significant others, such as friends, relatives, and colleagues. Performance
risk also has a negative influence on attitude. This is consistent with the findings of [35,59].
Like other online web communities, minimising the risk of website malfunction is essential
in the willingness to participate in these online communities.

However, surprisingly, regarding both psychological risk and time risk, no evidence is
found that these variables significantly effect attitude and perceived behavioural control,
respectively. This result is contrary to [54]’s findings regarding mobile-banking adoption,
which stated that time delay and psychological risk are two of the most important deterrents.
A possible interpretation of this finding regarding psychological risk is that users may
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not consider that participating in the virtual world will lead to psychological or physical
damage to human life, as observed by [13]. Regarding time risk, there is no evidence
that this factor significantly effects behavioural-control perception, implying that online
users are not deterred by time delays. A possible interpretation of this finding is that
improvements in ICT may reduce the time required for users to perform their activities,
since server speed and internet connections have drastically improved in recent decades.

The hypotheses testing results of this study also indicate that perceived value sig-
nificantly and positively affects both attitude (β = 0.425) and intention (β = 0.192) to use
cyber-security communities. Moreover, perceived value has the strongest significant indirect
effect on use intention, suggesting a strong mediating effect on intention. This research
finding is consistent with [60]’s research and supports the idea that considering perceived
value improves the prediction and explanation of use intention. These findings imply that
users recognise the implicit benefits of online communities, which is consistent with the
findings of [22,42]. Thus, this may explain why both computer experts and hackers are
heavily dependent on online-security communities. However, according to prospect the-
ory [36], customers are more deterred by losses than they are motivated by gains. Thus, even
if cyber-security community users recognise that such communities are beneficial, they may
still hesitate to participate in such forums unless they perceive the benefits to outweigh the
risks. This is why future research must consider both perceived risk and value.

Additionally, as expected, attitude, perceived behavioural control, and subjective
norms have a positively significant impact on intention. This is consistent with the findings
of previous studies [7,35]. The strongest direct and total effect on the intention is also
exercised by attitude, perceived behavioural control, and subjective norms. This implies
that the TPB can be used to understand the online-security-community context.

6.2. Theoretical Implications

This study has three theoretical implications. The primary theoretical implication is
the development of a new research model by basing variables on the integration of three
theories, all of which have rarely been applied towards examining cyber-security behaviour.
The proposed model is particularly applicable in contexts where the perceived risks and
value are significant. Following prospect theory, this study is the first to determine that
cyber-security-community participants evaluate their respective utilities by calculating
the potential risk and benefit of participating in these communities. This is in response to
the call to fill in the knowledge gaps in the exploitable-online-community domain, which
rapidly emerged from the interest in cyber- and information-security research. Moreover,
this model can also be applied to online hacker communities. Hence, the proposed model
makes an important contribution to user behaviour in not only cyber-security communities
but hacker communities as well.

The second theoretical contribution is its identification of the significant determinants
of perceived risk in online security community, where previous studies have mostly been
focused on security-related risks and financial damages. This research reveals that four risk
facets, such as performance risk, security threats, privacy concerns and social risk of
malicious use, negatively effect the intention to use cyber-security service. This result
makes an another important contribution, in that it raises the need for future research on
various risk factors, such as service malfunction or error, time delay, reputation damage as
well as security-related risks.

The last theoretical contribution is that this study is among the first to explore the
relationship between, and effects of, perceived security threats and privacy concerns, since
these constructs were previously only explored as a single variable. Moreover, this study
has extended the understanding of security threats, as this study reveals that the factor has
a causal and positive effect on privacy concerns and the greatest direct and indirect effects
on attitude, negatively. These theoretical contributions fill gaps in the literature relating to
cyber-security communities.
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6.3. Practical Implications

This study also has two practical implications. First, by identifying the risk and
value predictors, service providers can enhance their resources to ensure a careful balance
between providing services that are beneficial while preventing risks, to encourage more
users to participate in cyber-security websites. For example, operators must provide useful
tools, such as antivirus software, firewalls, encryption software and easy website navigation,
to achieve better online-user satisfaction. Additionally, these community operators should
do their best to reduce risks such as service or network malfunctions, poor security and
privacy violations. Second, since security threats have a significant positive effect on
privacy concerns, managers of the websites should emphasize security protections more
than privacy ones. They can perform this by listing the websites’ security certifications or
the security protection technologies that have been adopted. Moreover, if a website has a
system to obtain advice from users about security vulnerabilities or security policies, users
are more likely to visit the community and trust the services that the site provides.

6.4. Limitations

This research has several limitations. First, the research sample was drawn from South
Korea, and, thus, it may not be applicable to other cultures. Therefore, future studies should
test the hypotheses using a more diverse sample population. Second, this study utilised a
survey to measure the various perceived variables. However, respondents tend to provide
misleading answers when asked about a sensitive topic. This could be attributed to the fact
that the respondents were asked to answer questions about their intention to participate
in malicious cyber-security communities, which may be viewed as antisocial behaviour.
Therefore, further research can re-examine the proposed model by developing experimental
methods using computer programs or practical observations. Third, in this study, value
was measured as a one-dimensional indicator because this research mainly focused on
describing perceived risk factors. Hence, this study is limited in terms of explaining the
complex nature of perceived value. Further research is needed to simultaneously model
both risks and value in multidimensional structures to gain a more precise understanding
of the relationships between these factors.

7. Conclusions

This study theoretically proposed and empirically tested a set of risk and value factors
that influence an individual’s intention to use cyber-security communities. It used a newly
proposed research model that integrates the TPB, perceived risk theory and prospect
theory. By integrating these two concepts—risk and value—in the proposed framework,
researchers can gain a comprehensive understanding of the sources and the influence of
perceived risks and value. They will also glean insight into why online users participate
in cyber-security communities despite the many potential risks. Moreover, this study is
the first to verify the relationship between perceived security threats and privacy concerns
in the context of an explanatory model of cyber-security communities. Our proposed
model is believed to make an important contribution to hacker research, since hackers tend
to heavily use these services. These findings will hopefully encourage further research
and analysis aimed at developing our understanding of cyber-security community use
behaviour. This will be beneficial to academics and practitioners.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Measurement Items.

Constructs Items Source

Intention

I intend to use cyber-security communities in the near future.
I intend to use cyber-security communities to learn information protection skills in

the near future.
I intend to use cyber-security community frequently in the near future.

[75]

Attitude

Using cyber-security communities is a good idea.
Using cyber-security communities is a wise idea.

I like the idea of using cyber-security communities.
Using cyber-security communities would be pleasant.

[75]

Subjective norm

People who are important to me would think that I should use cyber-security
communities.

People who influence me would think that I should use cyber-security communities.
People whose opinions are valuable to me would prefer that I use cyber-security

communities.

[75,76]

Perceived behavioural
control

I would be able to use cyber-security communities.
Using cyber-security communities is entirely within my control.

I have the resources, knowledge and ability to make use of cyber-security
communities.

[75]

Performance risk

The probability of something going wrong with the performance of cyber-security
communities is high.

Cyber-security communities may not perform well due to slow download speeds,
servers being down or website maintenance.

Considering the expected level of service performance of cyber-security
communities, using cyber-security communities would be risky.

[45,55]

Security threats

I am worried about using cyber-security communities because third parties may
view the information I provide in these communities either intentionally or

accidentally.
I am worried about using cyber-security communities because the sensitive

information I provide during my use of these communities may not reach its
systems either intentionally or accidentally.

Using cyber-security communities could pose potential threats to sensitive
information because my personal information could be used without my knowledge

either intentionally or accidentally.

[45]

Privacy concerns

I feel that it is dangerous to share sensitive information (e.g., credit card number)
with cyber-security communities (reverse coded).

I would feel totally safe providing sensitive information about myself to
cyber-security communities (reverse coded).

I would feel secure sending sensitive information to cyber-security communities
(reverse coded).

The security and privacy issues related to sensitive information have been a major
obstacle to my use of cyber-security communities.

Overall, cyber-security communities are safe places to share sensitive information
(reverse coded).

[77]

Time risk

Using cyber-security communities would be inconvenient for me because I would
have to waste a lot of time searching or downloading them.

Considering the time investment involved, using cyber-security community would
be a waste of time.

The possible time losses from using cyber-security communities is high.

[45,55]
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Table A1. Cont.

Constructs Items Source

Social risk of malicious use

Using cyber-security communities for malicious purposes (e.g., hacking) negatively
affects the way others think about you.

Using cyber-security communities for malicious purposes (e.g., hacking) can cause
social losses because friends would think less highly of you.

Using cyber-security communities for malicious purposes (e.g., hacking) may result
in the loss of people close to you who have a negative attitude towards hackers.

[45,55]

Psychological risk
Using cyber-security communities could cause unnecessary concerns and stress.
Using cyber-security communities could cause unwanted anxiety and confusion.

Using cyber-security communities could cause discomfort.
[45,55]

Perceived value

Considering the hacking information required, using cyber-security communities is
a good deal.

Considering the time and effort involved, using cyber-security communities is
worthwhile to me.

Considering the risk involved, using cyber-security communities is still valuable.
Overall, using cyber-security communities delivers value.

[78]
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